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Who we are

• SABPP is recognised as a professional body by SAQA. We

are therefore mandated to ensure professional standards

of HR work.

• 30 years old, represents Human Resource practitioners at

all levels. Largest HR body in South Africa.

• Dr Penny Abbott, head of Research at SABPP. HR

Executive with local and international experience.

• Mr Zuko Mlonyeni, HR Manager, Rainbow Chickens,

Western Cape.



What is our interest

• HR professionals are the workplace implementers of

legislation

• HR professionals have a duty to society to advance

transformation in the workplace

• SABPP can communicate to and support HR professionals

in implementing legislation

• SABPP can conduct research into the effectiveness and

practical implications /consequences of legislation (case

studies, surveys)

• SABPP’s mission is to raise the professional standards of

HR work



Employment Services Bill

• Potential overlaps:

– Advising workers on access to education and

training (s.5(1)(e)) – also in scope of SAQA

– Collating employment information (s. 11) – also

planned by DHET. S. 11 is too detailed.

• S.10 – Reporting on vacancies

– Good idea in theory but could be disastrous in

application – suggest to use private-public

partnerships.



Employment Equity 

Amendment Bill

• Our detailed Position Paper analyses and comments on progress over

the last 18 years.

• We are very concerned at lack of progress, and identify several key

issues for employers to address. The key to future progress at

management level lies in the Professional Level – more attention

should be paid here.

• The rate of EE progress will accelerate with increased economic

growth, and conversely will continue to stagnate with low growth.

• We note that the analysis of statistics in the EEC Report is inadequate.

Trends cannot be analysed because of the large increase in number of

reports submitted. More research is needed

• We believe that the Employment Equity Act was well drafted and would

not like to see the amendments undermine the integrity and intention of

the original Act.



Carrots and sticks

• Non-compliant employers must face the

consequences BUT a differentiation must be made

between:

– Flagrant lack of compliance – not submitting plans or

reports, lack of any form of sensible action plan

– Differences of opinion on substantive compliance

• Serious non-compliance must be prioritised

• The amendments to the BBBEE Codes are likely

to have a greater impact on employers’ actions

(more carrot) – although the targets set are

physically impossible to reach within the time

periods stated



Consequence management

EMPLOYER CATEGORY RECOMMENDED DEPARTMENT OF 

LABOUR RESPONSE

Making good progress Differentiate by size – small, medium,

large. Publish the lists for recognition, 

publish case studies, encourage 

research. Award extra BBBEE points.

Low priority for DG Review

Beginning to make progress Keep up pressure through expert advice 

and assistance. Schedule for DG 

Review

Yet to demonstrate compliance Apply compliance orders

More pressure on employers who are making good progress will only further 

escalate the management salary spiral and increase the wage gap.



What is substantive 

compliance
• The amendment of s 42 will result in:

– Unproductive discussions between employers

and DoL inspectors (what is “reasonable”?)

– Escalation of the argument straight to the

Labour Court (s 36 amendment) will make the

lawyers happy and could overload the Labour

Court

– Surely it is better to set out clearly what

substantive compliance/progress will look like

so that employers can self-regulate



HR Professionals can 

contribute
• Employers are more likely to make good

progress with EE if they employ qualified

HR professionals

• Non-compliant employers are more likely to

become compliant if they employ qualified

HR professionals who sign a Code of

Conduct

• So why not introduce a requirement to have

all EE Plans and Reports signed by a

registered HR professional



Conclusion

• Thank you for your time

• Please read our detailed Paper

• We hope we have made a constructive

contribution to the debate


